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Fears according to statistics :

Case study on dangerous radiations.
Valley / Munich - During years, people from Valley (Miesbach’s region) have fight for closing of the
radio station US of IBB and in 2003 they have won. Since then following their complaints, the realised
studies prove that the electromagnetic fields generated by the installation have been responsible of
numerous pathologies.
.
It seems that this result can be also transposed to the mobile telephony.
The Valley’s mayor, Josef Huber, has
claimed : “We are a small community, in front of a
over powered opponent”. IBB the defender pointed
out that the responsible was the US Sender Radio
that was in the centre of the habited areas. The
residents had headaches, nauseas, sleeping
problems, etc…they wanted the transmitter to be
broken up, but he did all in order to stay in place,
then they brought an action against it to the justice
and they won. Today, Valley makes up one’s
accounts of the shame (sanitary situation).
At the end of October 2007, the community that
counts 3 149 habitants spread out in 15 villages
and hamlets was “invited with medias to a press
conference on Friday 16 November.
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US station radio of IBB during the year 2003,
panel: Owners of pacemakers Dangers because of
the irradiations.

"For the first time in Germany, it was proved with a scientific study that the electromagnetic fields
cause damages to the health” was claiming Tina Theml, Doctor in psychology and author of the study, who
works by the way to the Munich Technical University, by presenting yesterday at the town hall the very
..
explicit results of the scientific study about Valley (nfr : France previously Study Roger Santini)
This 2007 study concerns a group of persons who were living close to the transmitter that was there
in 2001 : “At that time those persons suffered and still suffer in a proportion statistically clearly above the
average of symptoms as sleeping troubles, chronic tiredness, lack of concentration, neck and shoulder
pain, deafness, feet and hand tickling, was stating Dr Tina Theml. Since new exams of 2007 a significant
diminution of the complaint was perceived : 6 years ago the rate of the pathologies was 52,3 % of the
residents, 6 months ago in 2007 it was only 6,8 %.
.
Indeed, at that time the maximum transmission power of electromagnetic radiations of the US IBB
station was equal to the one of antenna’s relay base station of more than 20 000 mobile phones – was
stating Professor Rainer Frentzel-Beyme, scientific adviser of Dr Tina Theml at the presentation of the
study by saying however : “We have noted that Electro Hyper Sensibility in the population was greatly
worsening during the last years : “We are waiting even worse concerning EHS.”

Indeed, last while, the number of relevant studies abundant in this prospect is growing.
For instance, during the first quarter of 2004, the Special Revue “Environnement” was describing a
case study made by “Médecine et Société” on 65 peoples. Conclusions ; “Due of the mounting of a total
mobile phone cover, the effects of this technology can be now reported and examined on the whole
population.”

Only recently this report was put in relation with those reported in other scientific studies which all conclude
in a great increased risk about mobile phone especially for children compared to adults. The results are
without ambiguity : “Because of their age children who have an organism of great sensibility are at risk to
develop sanitary pathologies earlier in their later live”, - beside, scientists have proved that since last years
“Electro Hyper Sensibility (EHS) has radically increased in front of high frequency electromagnetic fields
transmitted by mobile phone.”
Karl Stemmler, the second Valley’s Mayor, was affected by such messages and said he feels
comforted that, since long, radiations do not exist any more. Yesterday at the end of the press conference,
he added : “Legal limits values are not sufficient, that’s what proves the research study of Dr Tina Theml
and Pr Rainer Frentzel-Beyme.”
Cancer’s clusters evaluation are not however included in the study, they were not statistic
significant. But the Valley town was living those events in grief : “32 persons in 30 houses have been
affected”, was claiming the new Mayor.
.
For him those figures are statistically significant.

